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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
As customer expectations rise, it’s not enough that today’s organisations invest 
heavily in data and technology solutions to keep pace. Business leaders must 
also explore a change in cultural mindset if they’re to deliver ongoing, sustainable, 
value from this expenditure. Change that is based on the development of personal, 
meaningful experiences for customers that grows long-term relationships.

Is your business set up to deliver this success? Are all teams aligned towards clear 
goals, and do they believe in them? We introduce the idea that, when it comes 
to establishing the best mindset within your business, it’s vital that employees 
are working enthusiastically towards common goals because then your ability to 
reach those clear business targets in the desired amount of time is improved. 

In this paper, we also describe how accepting and embracing the need for a 
mindset change can be challenging, before exploring how to overcome any 
barriers in the way of unlocking sustainable value across the organisation.

Using real-world examples from businesses, we cover:

• How putting your company’s people first will enable a customer-first mindset.

• The importance of everyone, and all teams, aligning behind the same business goals.

• Your role in developing an insight-led, collaborative culture.

• Ensuring business targets align with a clearly articulated 
customer vision, value proposition and strategy.

• The importance of measurement in ensuring that you 
deliver meaningful change over time.

• The potential benefits of implementing Merkle’s Adaptive 
Customer Experience Organisation Framework.
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WHY IS A CHANGE IN MINDSET KEY 
TO BRINGING ABOUT CHANGE?
Consumer expectations are rising. Organisations must now curate ever-more 
personal and meaningful customer experiences, and reward long-term relationships. 
It is no longer enough (if it ever was) to simply invest in the best-in-class data and 
enabling technology solutions. Organisations must now curate ever-more personal 
and meaningful customer experiences, and reward long-term relationships.

That’s because technology doesn’t run businesses. People run businesses. 
What your brand does and how customer experiences are delivered every 
day is down to the people and processes in your organisation.

To truly unlock and realise the sustainable value in your brand and from your 
investment, you need to start by changing the way the organisation thinks – the 
cultural mindset – driven from the top. In order to truly transform, you must define how 
you are going to think and act differently through your organisation to really change 
the customer experience and drive incremental value in a way that can be scaled 
business-wide across all of the customer experience, consistently, and sustainably.

WHY IS THIS DIFFICULT?
Many organisations, brands, and leadership teams recognise that their customers are now 
expecting them to deliver targeted, personal experiences, and they need to figure out how to 
do this at scale. So, they embark on a technology-led change programme, investing in the best-
in-class, data-driven CXM solutions – and then are mystified when they don’t win the customer 
plaudits and commercial benefits that went into the investment business cases. What they are 
missing is the mindset shift to a people-first, customer-obsessed culture and way of working.

What can make this so difficult? An approach built on entrenched top-down command and 
control leadership. Targets and measures based around products and lines of business. Legacy 
waterfall and risk-averse operating processes. All of this conspires to frustrate transformation 
of the operating model towards an empowered, people-first version.  One where the culture 
is focused on doing what’s right for your target customers, rather than selling products.

At Merkle, we find many clients – CMOs and CEOs – when we first start working with them, 
can struggle to articulate the vision and top-line objectives for the organisation in terms other 
than financial – typically revenue, profit, or EPS growth. It’s not always understood that:

1. Making money can only ever be as a result of a value-creating vision and strategy, 
focused around the customer, and

2. These metrics alone will fail to inspire, align, and mobilise the people of the 
organisation around unlocking the real potential and value of the brand proposition 
for the end-customer. 

At a recent client pitch, the chief commercial officer was able to share that their clear 
vision was to make their franchisees more profitable – but recognised that they needed 
our help to articulate how their value proposition will address the needs and create 
value for both their end-consumers and their franchisees. Without this, there is nothing 
tangible that people in the organisation can believe in, and galvanise around.
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OVERCOMING 
THE ISSUES 
TO FORM THE 
CULTURAL MINDSET 
AND ENABLE CHANGE
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PUT YOUR PEOPLE FIRST, SO THAT 
THEY PUT YOUR CUSTOMERS FIRST
Your people need to be your brand’s biggest and most authentic advocates.

In one financial services organisation, the product management team was the group  
scoring the brand lowest for ‘I would feel confident recommending our products to friends 
and family’. The leadership then re-defined the business they were in and articulated their 
vision, customer value proposition and strategic choices in a way the whole organisation 
rallied behind. They empowered their people to truly put their customers first. 

They invested in their products to deliver against their core customer value foundation. 

Within two years, the product managers were giving the highest scores to that same 
question. And their customers not only recognised that the product propositions met 
their functional needs and expectations, but that access and service were increasingly 
effortless, friendly and personal, increasing emotional connection to the brand. As 
a result, attrition rates dropped and customer value and advocacy increased.

To truly put your people first, a mindset shift is needed that effectively turns the 
organisation charts upside down – so the “frontline” who are serving the customers 
are at the top, and the rest of the organisation is focussed on empowering and 
supporting them.  Leadership teams need to focus on strategic direction and 
enablement – and ultimately  step out of the way of frontline delivery.

This needs to start with your shared organisational values – your People Promise 
or Charter. Outline how you articulate your culture and how you work together 
to empower, value, and support each other all in pursuit of creating increasingly 
personal customer experiences, and long-term, mutually rewarding relationships.
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ARTICULATING YOUR             
CUSTOMER-FOCUSED VISION, VALUE 
PROPOSITION AND STRATEGY
Inspiring your people to keep focused on doing the right thing for your customers, whatever 
it takes, requires a clear articulation of your organisational vision and enabling value 
proposition – your winning aspiration – couched in terms of customer-based outcomes.

That truly winning aspiration requires clear strategic choices. What business are you in, and 
what are you not? Who are you aiming to build long-term value for and relationships with, and 
who are you not? Which needs are you aiming to build solutions for, and which are you not? 

Your people need to understand and buy-in to these strategic choices, as much as 
your organisational values. To achieve this, it’s worth then asking ‘who, why, what?’
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valuable for each of your target audiences?
i.e. how do you want them to think about “This is the one Brand that    
enables me to …through their … (brand) proposition/products/services,    
which makes me feel …”?
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OPTIMISE THE ORGANISATIONAL 
BALANCE OF AUTONOMY 
AND ALIGNMENT
Your core role here is to ensure that the whole organisation is aligned 
around the right long-term customer-focused vision, value proposition 
and strategy – and to keep this relevant and up-to-date.

It’s also vital to drive organisational engagement and agreement with what it takes 
to deliver success. What this means in terms of the high-level priorities (long-
term and short-term), and then to ensure the right resources and capabilities are 
aligned to these priorities. This will ensure that the whole organisation believes 
in the strategy, and is mobilised and pulling in the same direction, at pace.

In reality, this often requires an organisation the decisions they need without suffocating under 
layers of bureaucracy, and having to seek approval from higher up the chain of command.
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With this in mind, we work with our clients to design and setup their organisations in the best 
way for them to achieve their success outcomes – using our Adaptive Customer Experience 
Organisation framework to enable autonomy, alignment and efficiency, and deliver the 
desired customer outcomes.

For this setup to truly empower teams often a new way of setting goals and measures 
is required. The organisationally-aligned Objectives and Key Results (OKRs) approach 
(most commonly associated with Google) is invaluable here, particularly when agreed 
collaboratively between senior leaders and teams. 

There is also a bigger opportunity here – as we always say:

‘YOU GET WHAT YOU MEASURE, 
SO MEASURE WHAT MATTERS’

So changing the targets that people are measured on will change what you drive as a 
business, allowing you to refocus around your customer-focussed vision and strategy and 
unlock greater value. 

For example, we have seen a number of clients who traditionally managed themselves 
against P&Ls by product categories (e.g. banks organised around mortgages, savings, loans, 
credit cards) pivot to a Find, Win, Grow, Keep model to successfully embed a new customer-
obsessed mindset. This, combined with the empowered and time-based focus of the OKR 
approach, drives huge improvements in all channel, customer and commercial metric.

KPIs AND OKRs

KPI
Key Performance Indicator

KRs
Key Results

Objectives

The metrics that will be used to understand 
whether objectives are being hit

Quantified and time specific targets for how 
KPIs will be moved to support objectives

A goal or intent that adds clear value to the 
business

Retain more of the active customer base

Churn rate % Reduce % churn from 12% to 8% in Q3

e.g. for the Keep squad

e.g. e.g.

M
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re
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t
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CREATE AN INSIGHT-LED, CUSTOMER-
OBSESSED, COLLABORATIVE 
LEARNING CULTURE
Co-creating a collaborative, learning culture is intrinsic to the successful design of a high-
performing Adaptive Customer Experience Organisation. The creation of which is based upon 
data fuelling insights, driving hypotheses, tests and decisions – and where innovating, failing, 
learning and improving fast together replaces any individual or collective ‘Fear of Failure’.

Building on the clear focus given by the new measurement framework, the continuous 
learning culture drives the constant improvement of metrics and outcomes.

But replacing decision-making processes based on instinct, opinion and seniority with 
empowerment through insights, experimentation and measurement isn’t always easy.

Working with a recent client, two quotes from interviews across the organisation 
stood out, and grabbed the attention of the executive team: ‘No performance data 
to measure quality or success, nowhere near enough customer insights, and no 
accountability for hitting targets’, and ‘Highest paid person optimisation’.

The CMO committed to a transformation to being ‘driven by customer needs and 
insight-led’, including asking Merkle to lead the development of a data literacy 
and  democratisation programme for their whole marketing team to ensure that 
data was widely accessible and understood, and used effectively throughout their 
marketing and customer experience management. From research and analytics driving 
strategic insights and innovations, to better targeting and personalisation, to next 
best action prioritisation and experimentation-based performance optimisation.

OVERCOMING THE ISSUES TO TRANSFORM   
THE CULTURAL MINDSET AND ENABLE CHANGE

“WE SEE OUR 
CUSTOMERS AS 
INVITED GUESTS    
TO A PARTY, AND 
WE ARE THE HOSTS. 

IT’S OUR JOB   
EVERY DAY  
TO MAKE EVERY  
IMPORTANT ASPECT  
OF  THE CUSTOMER  
EXPERIENCE A 
LITTLE BIT BETTER.”
JEFF BEZOS
EXECUTIVE CHAIRMAN OF AMAZON
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That’s so important because: 

‘ADAPTIVE FIRMS THAT RECOGNISE EMERGING 
CUSTOMER NEEDS AND HAVE A FLEXIBLE 

TECHNOLOGY FOUNDATION AND OPERATING 
MODEL GROW MORE THAN THREE TIMES 

FASTER THAN THEIR INDUSTRY AVERAGE.’

(Forrester ‘Post-Pandemic, The 2020s Will Require A 
New Enterprise Tech Strategy’, Oct 2020)

WORK ON YOUR BUSINESS, 
INSTEAD OF IN YOUR BUSINESS
Finally, your people need you to focus on continuing to ensure that your organisational 
vision, value propositions and brand are relevant and resonate with your current and 
potential customer and societal groups. In an ever-changing competitive landscape it’s 
essential to drive the next-generation of loyalty with creativity, meaning and relevance.

As a client said recently: ‘As a leadership team, we need to focus on nurturing the 
chicken so that it lives long and stays fit and healthy to keep laying the golden 
eggs – and trust our people to incubate the eggs and nurture the chicks.’

We would encourage you to go further than this, and keep focused on the broader 
environment and sustainable inter-connected ecosystem – the needs, expectations 
and opportunities – and continue re-inventing yourselves to create ever more mutually   
rewarding customer value. 

OVERCOMING THE ISSUES TO TRANSFORM   
THE CULTURAL MINDSET AND ENABLE CHANGE
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CONCLUSION
There’s no doubt that changing your 
mindset to meet evolving consumer 
expectations can be challenging. But, as 
we’ve described here, it’s also a must if 
your organisation is to deliver ongoing, 
sustainable value from your investment 
in technology and data solutions. 

Putting your people first so that they can 
truly put your customers first, articulating 
your value and vision towards customers, 
optimising your organisation, and creating 
a collaborative, learning, culture are all 
important steps forward. As is the ability 
to continually build an inter-connected 
ecosystem across the organisation to 
foster innovation and re-invention.

To support you in this, Merkle provides a 
Strategy and Transformation consultancy 
area, full of industry experts, ready to help 
you pull together a plan and the skills 
and technology to carry it to fruition.

DELIVERING 
THIS MINDSET 
SHIFT AT AVIVA 
Merkle worked with Aviva to shift its focus 
from product-led marketing to customer-
centric strategies and communications, and 
towards increasing customer value and 
acquisition through personal relationships. 

To achieve this, we focused on both 
the right enabling data and technology 
solutions, as well as the right adaptive 
operating model and culture.

In order to drive this shift to rich, data-
driven personalisation we implemented 
new integrated cloud-based marketing 
technology solutions and brought 
together online and offline data.

In parallel, we worked with Aviva to restructure 
its entire ways of working into agile, multi-
functional teams to ensure success of the 
new approach. We embedded Merkle people 
working within Aviva’s marketing teams to 
deliver newly measured results hand-in-
hand, and we facilitated a new collaborative 
planning and data-driven approach with 
agencies, including use of performance 
creative based on customer journey stage.
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